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Abstract
Algorithm portfolios are one approach designed to harness
algorithm bias to increase robustness across a range of prob-
lems. We conjecture that learning based on the previous per-
formance of a suite of planning systems can direct a portfolio
strategy at each of three stages: selecting which planners to
run; ranking the order to run the selected planners; and allo-
cating computational time to them. Our speciﬁc focus in this
paper is to examine ways to inform portfolio strategy by ex-
ploiting learned performance models. We cull the planners to
the non-dominated subset and rank them based on the mod-
els. Allocation is especially challenging for hard problems
because the run-time distributions typically exhibit heavy-
tails and high variance, both of which lower conﬁdence for
run-time prediction. We examine a round robin allocation
strategy based on the run-time distributions of the planners.
Our results show that the portfolio can solve more problems
than any single planner and that it is faster than the average
successful planner. ¡
Introduction
Understanding previous performance is often a key to gain-
ing insight into algorithm design for hard problems such as
MAX-3SAT or classical planning. Algorithms typically ex-
ploit problem-speciﬁc structure for such problems through
a well-founded or ad-hoc intuition about what will or won’t
work. Forexample,Tabusearchis(inpart)designedtoover-
come plateaus in a search space. Meta-search techniques
that perform localized or elitist restarts implicitly leverage
the proximity of local and global minima (’big valleys’).
But, it is well known that a problem-speciﬁc approach can
lead to an algorithm that does well on one problem but fails
on other problems with a markedly different structure. No
free lunch proofs help us understand this observation, at
least for the discrete case (Wolpert & Macready 1997).
Portfolios are one way to transcend algorithm bias and
maintain robustness across a range of problems (Huberman,
Lukose, & Hogg 1997; Gomes & Selman 1997). A sequen-
tial portfolio controls the run time of a suite of algorithms
with a strategy that selects which algorithms to run, ranks
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them, and allocates computational time to them. An ideal
strategy maximizes success and minimizes total computa-
tion, so the strategy must be accurate and fast.
Our general outline for constructing a portfolio strategy
based on learning from previous performance is: 1) Con-
struct models to predict success using features extracted
from the domain, problem instance, and state space topol-
ogy. 2) Use these models to rank them. 3) Allocate time
based on the run-time performance of the algorithms on a
training set.
We followed this strategy to construct a portfolio of plan-
ning systems. The International Planning Competitions
(IPCs) encourage a variety of planners that are mostly made
publicly available. Although some planners excel in the
competition, no single planner can solve all benchmark
problems. This argues for a portfolio approach. In this pa-
per, we examine each stage of the portfolio strategy by ad-
dressing two key questions:
1. The 57 features we included for modeling have computa-
tional costs varying by at least four orders of magnitude.
Can we select features that minimize total computational
cost but still maintain overall model accuracy?
2. We note that the run-time distributions (RTDs) for classi-
cal planners are heavy tailed. In spite of this, can we use
the RTDs to relate portfolio quitting time with conﬁdence
of success?
These questions focus on ways to improve the learning ac-
curacy and to better leverage the learned models; we empir-
ically assess them in the sections that follow. A long-term
goal of this work is to use these analyses to drive deeper
insight into the behavior of planning systems. So we also
present some results that aren’t directly used in the portfolio
but provide a foundation for this goal.
Related Work
Portfolio learning was originally called the algorithm se-
lection problem (Rice 1976). Most portfolio strategies use
models of run-time that are statically constructed (off-line)
prior to use in the portfolio, but some models are dynam-
ically constructed (on-line) as the portfolio learns a good
strategy. These models are constructed with one or more
features that highlightdomain knowledge, problem instance
characteristics, or structural properties of the search space.Some features are more costly to compute than others be-
cause they construct specialized data structures or they di-
rectly probe the search space. Finally, there is a difference
among allocation strategies. Some portfolios select the best
algorithm in a winner-take-all approach, while others dy-
namically reallocate computationalresourcesbased on solu-
tion quality measurements. Early portfolio-like approaches
such as (Gratch & Chien 1996) and (Minton 1996) learned
more effective application of existing search control heuris-
tics.
Two portfolios in the literature incorporate an on-line
strategy. An early formulation used a measure of the ex-
pected gain to select among three commitment strategies in
search for partial plans (Fink 1998). More recently, Beck
and Freuder examined a “low-knowledge” approach to al-
gorithm selection that uses three simple ﬁrst-order features
of solution quality to reallocate the remaining time of the
portfolio (2004).
Most portfolios use off-line analysis to relate features to
runtime. One of the ﬁrst formulations used the run-time
distribution of a Las Vegas algorithm to calculate the best
ratio for allocating time two two independent instances of
that algorithm (Huberman, Lukose, & Hogg 1997). Gomes
and Selman (1997) explicitly computed the value of mul-
tiple restarts of a stochastic algorithm for the Quasigroup
Completion Problem. Baptista and Silva (2000) followed
observations from (Gomes & Selman 1997), but studied se-
lection among different randomized algorithms to solve un-
satisﬁableinstancesofSAT.TheBusmeta-planner(Howeet
al. 1999) used linear regression modelsof computationtime
and success to rank a set of classical planners; it allocated
run-time using a round robin scheme.
Lagoudakis, Littman and Parr examined a recursive MDP
formulation to select among three algorithms for the canon-
ical sorting problem (2000) . Lagoudakis and Littman ex-
panded this work to select an optimal policy of branch-
ing rules in search for SAT (Lagoudakis & Littman 2001).
Horvitz et al. (2001) as well as Guo and Hsu (2004) both
used inductive learning over a Bayesian network of the fea-
ture space to guide algorithm selection.
Leyton-Brown et al. examine algorithm selection for
Combinatorial Auctions (2003a,2003b) and ﬁnd that linear
regression of the log time variable predicted runtime quite
well; theyalso cappedrunsthattooklongerthana maximum
time. Nudelman et al. extend this work by creating models
that predict runtime for uniform random 3-SAT problems
and assembling a SAT solver, SATzilla, for the 2003 and
2004 SAT competitions (2004).
GuerriandMilano(2004)extendworkof(Leyton-Brown,
Nudelman, & Shoham 2002) to select between Integer Pro-
gramming or Constraint Programming for the Bid Evalua-
tion Problem. Gebruers et al. (2004) extend this work to use
modelfree learning but it is unclearhow the results compare
to theirearlierwork. Gebruerset al. also examinecasebased
learning as applied to the Social Golfer Problem (2005) .
Choosing appropriate features is a key issue for algo-
rithm selection; it is preferable to identify linear or, at
worst, polynomial features for a problem. Most of the
above strategies model simple features of the speciﬁc prob-
Planner Authors [Date]
AltAlt-1.0 Nguyen,Kambhampati,Nigenda [2002]
BlkBox-4.2 Kautz, Selman [1999]
CPT-1.0 Vidal, Geffner [2004]
FF-2.3 Hoffmann [2001]
HSP-2.0 Bonet, Geffner [2001]
IPP-4.1 Koehler, Nebel [1997]
LPG-1.1 Gerevini, Serina [2002]
LPG-1.2 Gerevini, Saetti, Serina [2003]
LPG-TD-1.0 Gerevini, Saetti, Serina [2005]
Metric-FF-02 Hoffman, [2003]
MIPS-3 Edelkamp [2003]
Optop-1.6.19 McDermott, [2005]
Prodigy Veloso et al. [1995]
SystemR Lin [2001]
SAPA-2 Do, Kambhampati [2003]
Satplan04 Kautz, Selman [1999]
SGP-1.0h Weld, Anderson, Smith [1998]
SGPlan-04 Chen, Hsu, Wah [2004]
SimPlan-2.0 Sapena, Onaindia [2002]
SNLP-1.0 McAllester, Rosenblitt [1991]
STAN-4 Long, Fox [1999]
UCPOP-4.1 Penberthy, Weld [1992]
VHPOP-2.2 Younes, Simmons [2003]
Table 1: The planners used, their authors and dates of their
publications.
lem instance or the general problem family; these features
are often selected for their known (or suspected) correla-
tion with search cost. Some, such as (Gebruers et al. 2005;
?), use wrapper functions to select subsets of relevant fea-
tures. One dynamic strategy incorporated ﬁrst and second
order runtime features to measure solution progress (Beck
& Freuder 2004). (Nudelman et al. 2004) used search prob-
ing to generate search space features. This work, along with
(Leyton-Brown, Nudelman, & Shoham 2002) also exam-
ines using more sophisticated combinations of features for
regression.
Experiment Design
We study 23 classical planners, denoted in Table 1, which
are composed of IPC competitors plus non-IPC planners
to diversify the set of approaches represented. None of
these planners was intended for use in a portfolio, though
Prodigy and BLACKBOX-4.2 are portfolio-like in their ap-
proach.
Classical planners work in a variety of search paradigms
that obscure straightforward measurement of solution
progress. Many of the planners, though not all, sacriﬁce
completeness. Also, some planners can run for an exceed-
ingly long time without producing a solution or proving one
doesn’texist. Based onthese observations,we constructtwo
classiﬁcation models: success and time. Success predicts a
binaryvariablewhile timepredictscomputationtimeneeded
for a given planner to complete a given problem. Together,
these off-line models will form part of the portfolio strategy.Statistics Characteristics Description
num operators
num predicates
min,mu,max params-pred arity for predicates
min,mu,max prec-oper predicates in precond.
min,mu,max post-oper predicates in effects
min,mu,max neg-post-oper negations in effects
num,ratio neg-post-oper actions over negative effects
req adl req. ADL
req cond-effects req. conditional effects
req derived-pred req. derived predicates
req disjunctive-prec req. disjunctive precond.
req domain-axioms req. domain axioms
req equality req. equality
req exist-prec req. existential precond.
req ﬂuents req. ﬂuents
req quant-pred req. quantiﬁed precond.
req safety-const req. safety constraints
req strips req. strips
req typing req. typing
req univ-prec req. universal precond.
num goals # of goals
num objects # of objects
num inits # of inits
min,mu,max tail-actions operators unifying to goals
num toggles pairs of clobbering actions
num invariant-pred disuniﬁed predicates
num,mu-p minima #,mean %
num,mu-
p,mu-
dia,mu-sz
benches #, mean %, diameter, size
num,mu-
p,mu-
dia,mu-sz
contours #, mean %, diameter, size
num,mu-
p,mu-
dia,mu-sz
solutions #, mean %, diameter, size
num plains-to-min plateaus leading to minima
num plains-to-ben plateaus leading to benches
mu-
dia,mu-sz
lm mean diameter/size of local
min
mu-p bench-exits % of bench exits
mu-med benches maximal edit distance
Table 2: The feature set: ﬁrst two columns form the names
weuseinthepaper;lastcolumnbrieﬂydescribesthefeature.
The models are trained using observed planner perfor-
mance on benchmark problems. We run all planners on
3959 STRIPS PDDL problems from 77 domains. The prob-
lems are taken from Hoffmann’s dataset (Hoffmann 2004),
the UCPOP Strict benchmark, IPC sets (IPC1, IPC2, IPC3
Easy Typed and IPC4 Strict Typed) and 37 other problems
from two domains (Sodor and Stek) that have been made
publicly available. Following typical time and memory con-
straints from the community, each planner is allowed 30
minutes and 768 Meg on 22 identically conﬁgured Pentium
4 3.4Ghz computers. A planner is considered to have failed
if it reaches 30 minutes. No planner solves all the problems
in theset; the plannerthatsolvesthe mostproblemsachieves
73.9% success.
Type Min μ Median Max
Domain & Instance 0 0.00028 0 .035
Interaction 0 5.203 0 5052
Hoffmann (1839) 0 2.187 0 1650
Table3: Computationcosts(inseconds)forfeaturesbytype.
We use 57 features (Table 2) that are automatically ex-
tracted from problem and domain deﬁnitions. The set starts
with featuresfrom (Howe et al. 1999)and (Hoffmann2001)
and adds others. As shown in Table 2, we divide the fea-
tures into four categories of increasing knowledge and com-
putationalcost: domainspeciﬁc, instance speciﬁc, action in-
teraction and Hoffmann’s state space topology1 (Hoffmann
2001). In the table, ’mu’ refers to the mean value; the re-
quired (’req’) features are taken from PDDL requirements
annotations from the domain ﬁles. We use the requirements
as deﬁned in the original PDDL speciﬁcation (Ghallab et al.
1998). In practice, not all domainscorrectly specify their re-
quirements (Howe et al. 1999). However, enough do that it
may provide useful information since some planners cannot
solve problems with certain requirements (such as ADL).
We use the WEKA data mining package (Witten & Frank
2005) to build the models. We tried several different mod-
els from WEKA; to begin with, we focused our work on
two simple models that worked well: OneR and J48. OneR
selects the single feature that yields the highest prediction
value on the training set. It provides two important de-
tails for us: ﬁrst, it provides a very simple evaluation of
the most important feature for the data. This will be useful
in later analysis of which features distinguish planner per-
formance. Second, it gives us a baseline against which to
judge more sophisticated machine learning techniques. J48
is a simple decision tree based on Quinlan’s C4.5; decision
trees were used for prediction in (Gebruers et al. 2005;
Guo & Hsu 2004; Guerri & Milano 2004; Horvitz et al.
2001). By default, we use 10-fold cross validation to train
and test the models.
Feature Selection
Our ﬁrst question relates to identifying a subset of features
that is cheap to compute. As shown in Table 3, the four
types of features vary considerably in their cost to compute
over all problems. We computed times for Domain/Instance
and Interaction features over all problems, which meant that
some of the Interaction times were longer than 30 minutes.
Calculating the topological features involves analyzing the
full planning graph induced by the h+ heuristic, so we in-
clude only the subset of 1839 problems for which this anal-
ysis is possible. We call the domain and instance features
the ’fast’ features.
Restricting the models to only fast features signiﬁcantly
extends the number of problems that can be modeled, but
also reduces the accuracy. To assess the impact on accuracy,
we computed two sets of J48 models: one for the full fea-
ture set using the subset of 1839 problems accessible to all
1We thank J¨ org Hoffmann for supplying the code.Feature Set
Problems/ Full Fast Fast-req
Metric μ Sd μ Sd μ Sd
Subset
succ 96.63 3.42 96.03 4.08 95.85 4.08
time 96.16 5.80 95.97 6.17 95.98 6.14
All
succ –– 95.56 1.85 95.47 1.85
time –– 94.30 3.07 94.30 3.12
Table 4: Comparing average accuracy (% correct) for mod-
els with all features (Full), all fast features (Fast), and fast
without the language requirements (Fast-req).
req-typing = t
| req-adl = t: nil (1169.0/6.0)
| req-adl = nil
| | num-objects <= 29
| | num-objects > 29: nil (614.0/7.0)
req-typing = nil
| mu-prec-oper <= 6
| | num-inits <= 185
| | num-inits > 185: nil (25.0)
| mu-prec-oper > 6
| | min-params-pred <= 0: nil (202.0)
| | min-params-pred > 0
Figure 1: The ﬁrst three levels of the decision tree for CPT-
1.0. This tree had 103 nodes with 52 leaves.
featuresand anotherfor the fast features only using all prob-
lems. Table 4 compares the accuracy results for the models
generated for the two metrics given the computable subset
for training when using either the full feature set or only the
fast features. The last two lines in the table also show accu-
racy of the fast on the full problem set.
Table 4 shows only minor degradation in performance
when only the fast features are used: slightly lower mean
and higher standard deviation. A paired sample T-test com-
paring classiﬁcation accuracies for Full and Fast on the Sub-
set is insigniﬁcant (p =0 .16)for time, buthighly signiﬁcant
for success (p<. 001) with an average difference of 0.6%.
Thus, it does not appear that the expensive features are nec-
essarytomodeltimeandmarginallyinformativeforsuccess.
A paired sample T-test between Fast and Fast-req for all
planner models was insigniﬁcant for both metrics (p =0 .09
for success and p =0 .40 for time). Thus, the evidence sug-
gests that adding the language requirements also lacks sig-
niﬁcant impact on prediction accuracy.
Thedecisiontreesusingthe’req’featuresarequalitatively
differenteventhoughaccuracydidnotsigniﬁcantlyincrease.
Nine of the planner models use a requirement as the root
feature (5 were req-typing,2w e r ereq-strips and
2w e r ereq-adl). In general, it seemed to be that lan-
guage features distinguished problems that were further re-
ﬁned by the other features. Figure 1 shows an example of
this trend for the ﬁrst three levels for CPT-1.0. The features
req-typing and req-adl distinguish problems in the
ﬁrst and second layer, but then other fast features show up
lower in the tree. The lack of statistically signiﬁcant change
in accuracywith the strong use of these features suggest that
the they may be strongly correlated with other features. The
resulting decision trees appear to have stronger explanatory
power for our next stage of analyzing the trees to better un-
derstand what features distinguish planner performance.
Quitting Time
Our second key question is whether the amountof time allo-
cated to each planner can be predicted with sufﬁcient accu-
racy to support the portfolio. We propose using the RTDs
to arrive at a more informed allocation strategy that will
make good use of extra time when justiﬁed. Table 5 (left)
shows the log distributions of time-to-success for the non-
dominated planners. It is clear that we do indeed see heavy
tails in most of the planner RTDs. 84.5% of the runs ﬁnish
in less than one second while only 0.24% ﬁnish in greater
than 1000 seconds. Failures take much longer; 73.9% take
less thana secondand10.7%take longerthan 1000seconds.
Over all runs, 77.8% ﬁnish in under a second and 6.9% ﬁn-
ish in over 1000 seconds.
A simple and intuitive approach to using these data for
allocation is to predict time with decision trees similar the
successmodels. Using log-sizedbins, J48classiﬁes allprob-
lems (regardless of success) across all planners with an av-
erage accuracy of 94.3% (sd of 3.07). Though these predic-
tions have high accuracy, the larger bins are not informative
enough to predict exact run-time in the portfolio.
The predictions may also be useless for reasons related
to using classiﬁcation. Recent work from Leyton-Brown
et al. points out that regression techniques are preferable
to classiﬁers because they penalize large misclassiﬁcation
more than small ones (according to the strength of the dis-
tancemetric usedforregression)and becausetheydon’trely
on arbitrary binning boundaries (2002). But previous re-
search showed simple regression models were not particu-
larly well suited to predicting run-time for automated plan-
ners (Howe et al. 1999). They used weighted regression
over ﬁve standard domain and problem features. Those re-
gression models failed to adequately explain variance for
runtime; the average R2 value for the six planners was 0.42
and values ranged from 0.19 to 0.76. We also looked at the
extentto whichthe classiﬁer wasoffbyonebin ormorethan
one bin. 3% of the classiﬁcations were off by one bin, 1%
by two bins, 0.6 % by three bins, and 0.7effect of large mis-
classiﬁcation has less of an impact than the artiﬁcial binning
boundaries.
Other issues appear to make regression less appropriate
for our application. It isn’t readily clear which features (or
weighting of feature combinations) correlate well with run-
time; a scatter-plot of the data did not reveal discernible re-
lationships. Regression over single features does not appear
justiﬁedbecauseofstrongdeviationsfromthenormalityand
variance assumptions. (Nudelman et al. 2004) propose two
potentially valuable approachesof using a feature space that
is the pairwise product of the original features and using
logistic models (we were already considering exponentialTime-to-success Time Percentiles
11 0 10
2 10
3 10
4 TOTAL 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.98 0.99
SGPlan-04 2839 52 9 24 2 2926 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.5 1.0 3.0 15.3
IPP-4.1 2211 42 41 38 1 2333 0.0 0.0 0.1 1.3 4.2 18.6 50.2 173.7
LPG-TD-1.0 1858 144 111 46 4 2163 0.3 0.8 4.3 32.3 46.7 73.8 142.6 442.9
Satplan04 1064 129 66 62 7 1328 1.0 2.8 10.7 113.5 179.5 283.9 358.9 556.0
FF-2.3 2709 100 46 27 4 2886 0.0 0.1 0.3 1.9 3.9 6.6 27.0 104.7
Prodigy 876 68 28 13 1 986 0.7 0.7 1.2 7.0 11.3 24.7 48.4 203.8
UCPOP-4.1 730 156 109 99 15 1109 10.2 31.8 106.3 328.2 426.1 581.4 822.5 1187.3
BlkBox-4.2 1187 27 104 11 2 1331 0.0 0.1 12.0 13.9 15.8 23.8 41.9 90.1
Metric-FF-02 2598 145 53 18 2 2816 0.0 0.1 0.4 2.5 3.8 6.4 18.9 61.7
ALL 27878 2139 2176 711 80 32984 0.5 1.2 6.6 22.4 35.6 65.5 143.4 378.4
Table 5: Time-to-success (left side) across the non-dominated planners; the planners are ordered according to selection by the
Greedy-Set-Cover. The right side shows the percentiles for the planners.
modeling). We plan to examine this approach for a better
prediction of run time.
A simple observation leads to a remarkably successful al-
location strategy that does not use either of the above anal-
yses or models. As shown in Table 5 (right), all but one
achieve the 80th percentile at 10 seconds. At 100 seconds,
one planner each achieves the 89th, 94th, and 97th per-
centiles, ﬁve reach the 98th percentile, and three achieve the
99th percentile. At 200 seconds, six have reached the 99th
percentile; eachincreaseof 100secondsraises thepercentile
for all planners run. It follows that we can use a stepped ap-
proach for allocating time and avoid any cost of calculating
an optimal run time for each planner. Each planner starts at
a point of higher conﬁdence than the median, and gradually
reaches higher conﬁdence for each additional round.
The Portfolio
Our portfolio strategy uses ofﬂine analyses to model suc-
cess with decision tree classiﬁers and to select a reasonable
cut-off for run-time. In contrast to recent research that uses
more sophisticated regression or Bayesian techniques, we
ﬁnd that this approach guides the portfolio to solve more
problems than any single planner while at the same time be-
ing signiﬁcantly faster than the average planner time.
As mentioned, we pruned the planners to a non-
dominated subset based on successful performance so as to
eliminate the portfolio wasting time on a subsumed planner.
It is easy to see this is a set covering problem. We imple-
mented Greedy-Set-Cover from (Cormen et al. 2003) and
found that at least 14 planners could be removed.
The portfolio begins with the set of planners under con-
sideration and ranks them according to the success models.
Ideally,we wouldobtainfromthe successmodelan estimate
of P(solution found|problem, planner). Since the decision
trees do not providethis directly, we estimate it using counts
from the predicted leaf node of the tree. For example, if the
plannersuccessmodelreturnsaleafnodeindicatingsuccess,
we take the ratio of successes to the number of instances at
that leaf. In effect, we are measuring the conﬁdence of the
leaf node over its training examples. An obvious drawback
to this approach is that the leaves are actually poor estima-
torsduetopruning. Thoughitworkswellinthisapplication,
it is admittedly a rather ad hoc way to estimate the probabil-
ity; we doplan to incorporatemoresophisticated probability
estimation techniques in future work. We rank the planners
in decreasing probability of success then increasing proba-
bilityoffailure. This ensuresthat theportfoliotries theplan-
ner most likely to succeed ﬁrst and the planner most likely
to fail last.
As in (Howe et al. 1999), the portfolio allocates time in a
series of round robin stages. The ﬁrst stage tries the ﬁrst ﬁve
plannersfortensecondseach;we chosetheﬁrstﬁvebecause
it is half of the planners. The second stage starts at the top of
the ranking and runs all planners up to 100 seconds. Every
stage thereafter adds 100 seconds. The portfolio stops when
1) a planner succeeds, 2) no planners are alive to run, or
3) max-time is exceeded, where max-time is the same max
run-time (30 minutes) of any individual planner.
Portfolio Performance
Our long-term goal in examining the portfolio performance
is to understand why the portfolio selected one algorithm
over another for a particular problem; that is, what features
andperformanceindicatorsdistinguishplannerperformance
for particular problems. In this paper, however, we start by
examining the raw number of problems solves by the port-
folio and its robustness on unseen problems as compared to
the best and average planner performance. We randomly se-
lected 90% (3565) of the problems for training the portfolio
models; the remaining 10% (394) of the problems are used
for testing the portfolio. Of this 394 problems, 371 (94.2%)
were solved by at least one planner. The best single planner,
SGPlan-04 solved 291 (73.9%) of these problems.
Toexaminetheimpactofusingtheculledset, wecompare
the performance of the portfolio using all planners (Aport)
againstthe portfoliousing the non-dominated(unique)plan-
ners (Uport). In terms of robustness, Aport solved 307
(77.9%) problemswhile Uport solved 325 (82.5%). Accord-
ing to a paired sample t-test, both portfolios perform signif-
icantly faster than the average planner run time (by about 6
seconds); the average planner run-time is the mean time-to-
success for all planners that solved that problem. A com-
parison of the RTDs for Uport and the average planner for
problems that the portfolio solved is shown Figure 2. The
averagerun time of Aport was higherby abouthalf a secondthan Uport, but this difference was not signiﬁcant (p = .41)
according to a paired t-test of the 300 problems that both
portfolios solved. The mean ratio of successful planners in-
cluded in Uport was 0.70 (sd of 0.18). Though it is difﬁcult
to say with certainty without more testing, there is a trend
for Uport to be much more robust.
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Figure 2: Comparison of the portfolio (left) to the average
planner performance (right) for the 325 problems that the
portfolio solved.
Closing
We posed two questions at the outset with the aim of im-
proving portfolio robustness. We found that:
1. We can use the subset of ’fast’ features only without sig-
niﬁcantly impacting classiﬁcation accuracy for time and
signiﬁcantly, but only marginally (by 0.6% on average),
impacting accuracy for success. Using ’req’ features did
not signiﬁcantly change the prediction accuracy, though
it did qualitatively change the models in a way that may
prove useful for other explanations.
2. The run-time distributions show heavy-tails, as expected.
Using log-sized bins provides the highest accuracy; deci-
sion trees achieve 94.3% average prediction accuracy. In-
stead of relying on prediction for allocation, the portfolio
allocates time in a stepped round robin strategy.
Incorporatinglearningfromprior experienceinto a portfolio
yielded some promising results. The portfolio solved 82.5%
problems solved out of a possible best of 94.2%; this was
also more than the best single planner, which solved 73.9%.
The time to solution was lower by 6 seconds over the av-
erage planner; this gap may widen as we incorporate larger
problems into the research. We present some follow-up di-
rections for this research.
Planner Selection: The set covering algorithm returned
one possible minimum set of planners for the portfolio.
But the algorithm disregards the quality of individual plan-
ners beyond raw counts of the number of problems solved.
One might expect that the planners of a particular strategy
(POCL, SAT, etc.) subsumeother plannersof a similar strat-
egy or that newer planners subsume older variants, but we
found counter-examples of both of these expectations. We
hopeto furtherexplorewhich plannerssubsume one another
to arrive at clues for explaining planner behavior.
Problem Set: Some of our results suggest a ﬂoor effect
in the problem set; a single planner solved almost 80% of
the problems. One way to overcome the ﬂoor effect is to
generate more challenging problems; the two previous In-
ternational Planning Competitions provided such tools. The
planning competition at ICAPS this year will likely produce
newer problems that we can use to distinguish planner per-
formance. We also hopeto extendthe problemset to include
the recent temporal and probabilistic extensions to PDDL.
Solution Variety: An added beneﬁt of using a suite of
algorithms is that the planners may produce different solu-
tions. Currently, we stop processing once the ﬁrst solution
is achieved. A recent focus in the planning community is to
produce plans that optimize metrics other than plan length.
The special case of multi-objective optimization suggests
a returning a set of Pareto-optimal solutions. Some of the
planners in the set (such as SAPA-2) are able to return mul-
tiple solutions and can work with multi-objective metrics.
Conﬁdence Bounds on Quitting: The staged round
robin strategy incrementally increases the conﬁdence that
the planner will not solve the problem; if a planner achieves
the 99th percentile, then we can be 99% sure that the plan-
ner would not have solved the problem in the time it was
run. The portfolio could state the percentiles of each algo-
rithm as an empirical conﬁdence bound over its training ex-
amples. Alternatively this method provides a hard limit for
quitting in the absence of a time limit. For example, the
portfolio could be instructed to run each algorithm up to a
speciﬁc percentile. In advance, the portfolio can estimate
the run time for the percentile.
Predicting Runtime: As mentioned in the body, we plan
to examine the use of more sophisticated learning for pre-
dicting run-time.
Ranking: We intend to explore other options for rank-
ing. One method would be to incorporate the ranking strat-
egy from (Howe et al. 1999) where the planners are ranked
according to
P(success|problem,Aj)
T(Aj|problem) ,w h e r eT(Aj|problem)
is the expected time (at a speciﬁc percentile) of algorithm j
giventhe problem. Thisratiominimizesthe expectedcostof
trying n algorithmsuntil one works (Simon & Kadan 1975).
Using this ratio also solves the issue of which value to use
from time predictions in the log scale since the denominator
simply moves the decimal by the size of the bin.
We have informed each stage of the portfolio strategy us-
ing learning prior performance of the algorithms on a large
collection of problems. The trends in our results indicate
that we have identiﬁed some key interactions within each
stage of portfolio construction. But the larger task now liesin explaining the results that we see. There are two direc-
tions along which we intend to pursue such explanations.
First, we hope to examine more closely the interactions be-
tween the portfolio stages to determine which stages are
critical to a successful portfolio. Understanding the criti-
cal components of a portfolio help us reﬁne the distinctions
between the algorithms. Second, we hope to link depen-
dencies between the models learned and the systems they
model to highlight speciﬁc search behaviors. One simple
way to do this is to test speciﬁc hypotheses about planner
behavior with respect to the learned models using specially
generated problems. Ultimately, we hope to provide better
explanations of the algorithm behavior with an eye toward
better algorithm design.
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